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VIP DIGITAL HUMANITIES: MUSIC RECOGNITION
Chandler Beitia, Hunter Baum, Calvin Reese*, Mason Brady*, Dr. Elisa Barney, Dr. Nishatul Majid*
* of Fort Lewis College

STAFF LINE CLASSIFICATION PROCESS
ABSTRACT
Sheet music is easier arranged, stored, and analyzed in a digital
format. Machine learning algorithms can be used to recognize the
content

of

printed

sheet

music

and

convert

them

to MusicXML digital notation. Object detectors, like YOLOv5 and

Sheet Music is
scanned into
file and
converted from
color to grey
scale

RCNN are used to create a music symbol alphabet, starting with staff
lines. These object detectors were then compared to each other for
classification effectiveness in detecting the first symbol in the music
alphabet, staff lines. Initial results suggest the applied approach for
detection is effective, with YOLOv5 having higher accuracy and
efficiency of detection when compared to RCNN. Further detection
will be done to extract more symbols such as clef marks and music
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notes using the same approach.
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CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
Classification 1

• CVC-MUSCIMA database was used from prior IDCAR

BASIC MUSIC SYMBOL
ALPHABET

competitions on recognition and staff removal
• Data sets contain grey scale images, binary images,
and ground truth images

Training Set 2

• Semi automatic training set made by saving coordinates
for cropped staff lines for use in object detector
• One music page can account for over 100 training
points
• Multiple lengths of training data were collected and

Classification 2

compared

THE OBJECT DETECTORS
YOLOv5

ANALYSIS /
DATA
• More Data was needed then originally anticipated
• Different training data sets produce different classification of staff
• More classification results needed to draw detailed analysis

You Only Look Once
• Spatial Pyramid Pooling: Allows for any shape image to be processed
• Convolution: Multiplication of two arrays to produce a third array of
same dimensionality
• Dense Connection: Block where every layer is connected to each other
• Epoch: iteration through Neural Network (forwards and backwards)

RCNN

Region-Based Convolutional Neural Network

FUTURE WORK
•

• Rol Pooling: Region of Interest Pooling produces fixed size feature map from
different sized inputs (images)
• Feature Map: Output after filters of prior layers have been applied
• Weights: value associated with feature that helps determine importance of that
feature in final value prediction

Analyze training variables in data size, epochs, data

augmentation
•

Compare to a third object detector

•

Create training set for classification of more music symbols

•

Create output to MusicXML file
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